Supplementary Fig.1 10x Single-cell RNA-seq analysis of human and rat bladder.
a t-SNE analysis of all of the filtered cells (n=35510) from human bladder tissues. b
t-SNE plot of all filtered cells marker within two samples (BYZX0530 and
BYZX0606) from human bladder tissues. c Histogram plot showing average unique
molecular identifiers (UMIs) levels for cell types in human bladder. d Heatmap
showing scaled expression levels for all genes of cell types in human bladder. e
Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for marker genes of all clusters in human
bladder. f t-SNE analysis of all of the filtered cells (n=19946) from rat bladder tissues.
g t-SNE plot of all filtered cells marker within two samples (YZXM0520M and
YZXM0521F) from rat bladder tissues. h Histogram plot showing average unique
molecular identifiers (UMIs) levels for cell types in rat bladder. i Heatmap showing
scaled expression levels for all genes of cell types in rat bladder. j Heatmap showing
scaled expression levels for marker genes of all clusters in rat bladder.
Supplementary Fig.2 Characterize of cell Types in human bladder. a Pseudotime
trajectory analysis showing the distribution of 12 cell types in human bladder. b
Violin plots indicating average expression level of marker genes for 12 cell types in
human bladder.
Supplementary Fig.3 Characterize of cell types in rat bladder. a Pseudotime
trajectory analysis showing the distribution of 14 cell types in rat bladder. b Violin
plots indicating average expression level of marker genes for 14 cell types in rat
bladder. c Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for junction genes of 19 cell
types in human bladder. d Heatmap showing Pearson correlation of average
expression level between cell types from rat (horizontal) and human (vertical) bladder
tissue.
Supplementary Fig.4 Marker gene express in cell type of epithelium stratum cells.
Four genes (UPK1A, UPK1B, UPK2, and KRT18) from reference (Khandelwal et al.,
2009; Lee et al., 2014) were selected for mark human a and rat b umbrella cell, red
color emphasize expression level. Four specific marker genes (UPK1A, UPK1B,
DHRS2, and SPINK1) were present in cell type of umbrella in human c bladder, red
color emphasize expression level. Four specific marker genes (Hopx, Fam25a, Clu,
and Upk2) were present in cell type of umbrella in rat d bladder, red color emphasize
expression level. Two genes (KRT5 and KRT17) from reference (Khandelwal et al.,
2009) and two specific marker genes (ATF3 and IER2) were selected for mark human
e basal cells, red color emphasize expression level. Two genes (Krt5 and Krt17) from
reference (Khandelwal et al., 2009) and two specific marker genes (Apoe and Anxa1)
were selected for mark rat f basal cells, red color emphasize expression level.
Supplementary Fig.5 Marker gene express in cell type of fibroblast. Four genes
(SFRP2, MMP2, COL1A2 and PDGFRA) from reference (Han and Amar, 2004;
Iwano et al., 2002; Lennon et al., 2014; Matsuyama et al., 2014; Monaghan et al.,
2012; Varga et al., 1987) were selected for mark human a and rat b fibroblast, red

color emphasize expression level. Four specific marker genes (DCN, GSN, PI16
(CD364) and LRP1 (CD91)) were present in cell type of human c and rat fibroblast d,
red color emphasize expression level.
Supplementary Fig.6 Marker gene express in cell type of smooth muscle cells.
Eight genes (DES, MYH11, MYL9, TAGLN, TPM2, ACTA2, ACTG2 and CNN1)
from reference (Dubois et al., 2011; Owens, 1995; Owens et al., 2004; Qian et al.,
1996; Sharifiaghdas et al., 2014; Solway et al., 1995; Tsang et al., 2017a) were
selected for mark human a and rat b smooth muscle cell, red color emphasize
expression level.
Supplementary Fig.7 Marker gene express in cell type of myofibroblast cells.
Four genes (ACTA2, ACTG2, TAGLN, and PDGFRB) from reference (Drake et al.,
2006; Guo et al., 2017; Ichikawa et al., 2008; LeBleu et al., 2013) were selected for
mark human a and rat b myofibroblast cell, red color emphasize expression level.
Four specific marker genes (STC1, AREG, PLAT, and TBX3) were present in cell
type of myofibroblast in human c bladder, red color emphasize expression level. Four
specific marker genes (Cxcl14, Tgfbi, Cryab, and Car3) were present in cell type of
myofibroblast in rat d bladder, red color emphasize expression level.
Supplementary Fig.8 Marker gene express in cell type of endothelial cells. Four
genes (SELE, VCAM1, CDH5, and ENG) from reference (Aird, 2007; Garlanda and
Dejana, 1997; Sauteur et al., 2014; Tsang et al., 2017b; Young and Mitchell, 2018a)
were selected for mark human a and rat b endothelial cell, red color emphasize
expression level. Four specific marker genes (ACKR1, TM4SF1, IFI27, and STC1)
were present in cell type of endothelial cell in human c bladder, red color emphasize
expression level. Four specific marker genes (Tm4sf1, Plvap, Selp, and Cst3) were
present in cell type of endothelial cell in rat d bladder, red color emphasize expression
level.
Supplementary Fig.9 Marker gene express in cell type of neuron cells. Two genes
(GPM6A and RELN) from reference (Brocco et al., 2010; Darmanis et al., 2015;
Scorticati et al., 2011; Zhong et al., 2018) were selected for mark human a and rat b
neuron, red color emphasize expression level. 4 specific marker genes (CCL21,
MMRN, CLDN5 and LYVE1) were present in cell type of neuron from human c and
rat d, red color emphasize expression level.
Supplementary Fig.10 Marker gene express in cell type of B cells. Four genes
(MZB1, CD79A, CD19, and MS4A1) from reference (Chen et al., 2018; Chu and
Arber, 2001; de Masson et al., 2014; Flach et al., 2010; Lebrun et al., 2018; Mason et
al., 1995; Vockerodt et al., 2008) were selected for mark human a B cell, red color
emphasize expression level. Four specific marker genes (IGLC2, IGKC, IGLC3, and
IGHA1) were present in cell type of B cell in human b bladder, red color emphasize
expression level.

Supplementary Fig.11 Marker gene express in cell type of mast cells. Four genes
(KIT, ENPP3 (CD203c), FCER1A, and SLC18A2) from reference (Jawhar et al.,
2016; Jordan et al., 2001; Young and Mitchell, 2018b) were selected for mark human
a Mast cell, red color emphasize expression level. Four specific marker genes (TPSB2,
TPSAB1, CPA3, and CTSG) were present in cell type of Mast cell in human b
bladder, red color emphasize expression level. c GO enrichment analysis of 27 special
marker genes in mast cells. d KEGG enrichment analysis of 27 special marker genes
in mast cells.
Supplementary Fig.12 Marker gene express in cell type of T cells. Four genes
(CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, and CD8A) from reference (Geijtenbeek et al., 2000; Gil et al.,
2011; Schelker et al., 2017) were selected for mark human a and Rat T cells, red color
emphasize expression level.
Supplementary Fig.13 Marker gene express in cell type of monocyte/
macrophage/adipose tissue Cells. a Four genes (CD14, CD163, MS4A7, and LYZ)
from reference (Chen et al., 2018; Villani and Satija, 2017; Vrancic et al., 2012) were
selected for mark human Monocyte cells, red color emphasize expression level. b
Four genes (Cd14, Cd163, Ms4a7, and Pcgr3a (Cd16)) from reference were selected
for mark rat Monocyte cells, red color emphasize expression level. c Two genes
(Cd68 and Cd74) from reference (Orr et al., 2017; Patouraux et al., 2017) and two
specific marker genes d (RT1-Da and RT1-Db1) were selected for mark rat
Macrophage cells, red color emphasize expression level. e Four specific marker genes
(S100A9, G0S2, SRGN and S100A8) (De et al., 2005; Shah et al., 2010) were
selected for mark human granulocyte cells, red color emphasize expression level. f
Four genes (Mt-atp6, Mt-co1, Mt-co2, and Mt-co3) from reference (Schwalie et al.,
2018; Ussar et al., 2014) were selected for mark rat adipose tissue cells, red color
emphasize expression level.
Supplementary Fig.14 Characterize of fibroblast-like cells. a GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=5) in fibroblast _2 of human bladder. b GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=8) in fibroblastl_3 of human bladder. c GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=9) in fibroblast _4 of human bladder. d GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=25) in fibroblast_5 of human bladder. e GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=8) in fibroblast _1 of rat bladder. f GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=6) in fibroblast _2 of rat bladder. g GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=14) in fibroblast _3 of rat bladder. h GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=19) in fibroblast _4 of rat bladder. i Heatmap showing
scaled expression levels for marker CD molecular of fibroblast cell types in human
bladder. j Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for receptor and ion channel of
fibroblast cell types in human bladder. k Heatmap showing scaled expression levels
for transcript factor genes of fibroblast cell types in human bladder. l Heatmap
showing scaled expression levels for marker Cd molecular of fibroblast cell types in
rat bladder.

m Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for receptor and ion channel of
fibroblast cell types in rat bladder.
n Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for transcript factor genes of fibroblast
cell types in rat bladder.
Supplementary Fig.15 Characterize of smooth muscle cells. a GO enrichment
analysis of marker genes (n=13) in smooth muscle cell_1 of human bladder. b GO
enrichment analysis of marker genes (n=9) in smooth muscle cell_2 of human bladder.
c GO enrichment analysis of marker genes (n=67) in smooth muscle cell_3 of human
bladder. d GO enrichment analysis of marker genes (n=59) in smooth muscle cell_4
of human bladder. e GO enrichment analysis of marker genes (n=73) in smooth
muscle cell_5 of human bladder. f GO enrichment analysis of marker genes (n=21) in
smooth muscle cell_1 of rat bladder. g GO enrichment analysis of marker genes (n=72)
in smooth muscle cell_1 of rat bladder. h GO enrichment analysis of marker genes
(n=53) in smooth muscle cell_1 of rat bladder. i GO enrichment analysis of marker
genes (n=176) in smooth muscle cell_1 of rat bladder. j GO enrichment analysis of
marker genes (n=127) in smooth muscle cell_1 of rat bladder. k Heatmap showing
scaled expression levels for CD molecular genes of smooth muscle cell types in
human bladder. l Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for receptor and ion
channel of smooth muscle cell types in human bladder. m Heatmap showing scaled
expression levels for transcript factor genes of smooth muscle cell types in human
bladder. n Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for Cd molecular genes of
smooth muscle cell types in rat bladder. o Heatmap showing scaled expression levels
for transcript factor genes of smooth muscle cell types in rat bladder.
Supplementary Fig.16 Characterize of epithelial stratum and endothelial cells. a
Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for CD molecular genes of endothelial cell
types in human bladder. b Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for Cd
molecular genes of endothelial cell types in rat bladder. c Heatmap showing scaled
expression levels for receptor and ion channel of endothelial cell types in human
bladder. d Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for transcript factor genes of
endothelial cell types in human bladder. e Heatmap showing scaled expression levels
for transcript factor genes of endothelial cell types in rat bladder. f Heatmap showing
scaled expression levels for CD molecular genes of epithelial stratum cell types in
human bladder. g Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for Cd molecular genes
of epithelial stratum cell types in rat bladder. h Heatmap showing scaled expression
levels for receptor and ion channel of epithelial stratum cell types in human bladder. i
Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for transcript factor genes of epithelial
stratum cell types in human bladder. j Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for
transcript factor genes of epithelial stratum cell types in rat bladder. k Heatmap
showing scaled expression levels for junction genes of all cell types in rat bladder. l
Heatmap showing scaled expression levels for receptor and ion channel of all cell
types in rat bladder.
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